
CASE STUDY STEVE JOBS

Steve Jobs: The Entrepreneurial Leader. A Case Study. A Case Study by Dr. Sunil Maheshwari. â€œThe people who
are crazy enough to think they can change the.

His name was actually like this: Steven Paul Steve Jobs. They managed to take fund from the semi retired
production manager of Intel Mike Markkula. Further, he was also kicked out by the very firm that he founded
only to return a few years later to rejuvenate Apple. Moreover, for the first time, we had a product that had
more computing power than earlier era Satellites as well as a pioneering personal assistant right in our hands.
Today Every company in the world would like to replicate product feature, design, functionality that Apple
offers in its various products. The behavior paradigm applied in the way that Steve was extremely focused on
certain tasks at hand, and the way he is always the biggest critic of any and all products being proposed or
worked on in the company. Bob Iger ordered all Disney properties, including Walt Disney World and
Disneyland, to fly their flags at half-staff, from October 6 to 12,  Our hearts go out to them and to all who
were touched by his extraordinary gifts. Thus, was born the Smartphone revolution that transformed the entire
tech industry and gave rise to a generation of entrepreneurs who based their businesses around the concept of
apps and other mobile telephony as well as computing business lines. His influence spanned across the
computer industry, Hollywood and the movie industry, the wireless phone industry with the IPhone, the
retailing industry, and my personal favorite being the music industry where ITunes has innovated the very
distribution of music itself. Change is a huge aspect of the way Jobs leads, all he wants to do is create
technologically changing products that he and his customers really want. Last Memories: Jobs died at his
California home around 3 p. Steve Jobs had an extremely high interest in being in charge, so to start off with
his leader-follower element, he most definitely settles in better on the leader end of the spectrum. Indeed, one
Summer Day in , Steve Jobs, took the podium in a special gathering summoned for the express purpose of
announcing a mini-revolution wherein he spoke about how at times, a product is invented that combines
technology, innovation, and ease of use to change the way the world works. Face the failure and sometime
these failure turns out to be the best thing for something even success could not achieve. Steve leaves behind a
company that only he could have built, and his spirit will forever be the foundation of Apple. Jobs's holdings
in Disney far exceeded those of Eisner, who holds 1. The next generation nextcube was released in  The focus
is on how Steve Jobs can influence the entire organization of people to get on top of their game and to
constantly be looking for change to innovate new products. Jobs marketed NeXT products to the financial,
scientific, and academic community, highlighting its innovative, experimental new technologies, such as the
Mach kernel, the digital signal processor chip, and the built-in Ethernet port. This article is a tribute to a true
legend â€” Steve Jobs, a technocrat who transformed our lives by its unique offering of a variety of products
and continue to be a guiding force even after his death. Indeed, Jobs was also a leader who practiced
leadership by example as can be seen from his stint at Apple where he set a trailblazing path for others to
follow, if not emulate. The company had launched their revolutionary digital appliances like IPod and then
music software like itunes digital musical software and Itunes stores. The constantly updating technology, yet
always user friendly interface is Apples motto now a days. If he had never dropped in on that single course in
college, the Mac would have never had multiple typefaces or proportionally spaced fonts. The world is
immeasurably better because of Steve. After doing some work in the colleges and some education on
calligraphy, in he had started his carrier at a technician at Atari Inc. Disney, who until his death held about one
percent of the company's stock and whose criticisms of Eisner especially that he soured Disney's relationship
with Pixar accelerated Eisner's ousting. In the coming months, many employees developed a fear of
encountering Jobs while riding in the elevator, "afraid that they might not have a job when the doors opened.
Get Essay He has always been determined even when Apple took him out of the equation, where he went off
to make some of our childhood staples such as Toy Story and gained an enormous share of stock with Disney,
which was actually more than he ever owned with Apple. Lastly, and what I believe to be his most important
skill that he possesses, is his decision-making skills. With all these discoveries they also had started to
improve the computers, than laptops, Macs and New iOs. Since it incorporates portions from the other three
theories, I believe that it can be used to describe the charismatic, passion filled leadership qualities that Jobs
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possessed. The most relevant paradigm in my opinion is the integrative paradigm. He also signed on the
papers that he will encourage them to study college.


